The GAC Casthouse Seminar will provide an excellent opportunity to share global knowledge from professionals and practical applications of the subject matter, among the GCC smelters. The participants will gain a broader perspective from this very informative seminar, which they can apply in their own work environment.

A few of the subjects to be covered are:

- How to sustain operational awareness on molten metal explosions
- Mobile Equipment Safety & Initiatives at EGA
- Environment
- Market Update (General)
- Market Update Downstream & Smelter/customer Interface
- Waste Management
- Potroom / Casthouse interface
- Has recent advances in direct chill casting made us less safe?
- Operation
- Dross handling & treatment
- Energy & Cost savings in Casthouses
- Homogenizing Aspects - Continuous vs. Batch in an integrated modern casthouse
- Electromagnetic Priming of Ceramic Foam Filters (CFF) for liquid aluminium filtration

Confirmed speakers include:

- Khalid Latif
  Chief Marketing Officer, ALBA
- George English
  Casthouse Director, Ma’aden Aluminium
- Franz Niedermair
  Managing Director, Hertwich
- Mohammad Al Jawi
  EGA Environment Leader, EGA
- Graham Bruce
  CEO, Taha Corporation
- Christian Stette
  Casthouse Process Manager, Qatalum
- Alex Lowrey
  General Manager, Wise Chem
- Hassan Qader
  Supt. Elect & Inst., ALBA
- Zubair Majeed
  Senior Superintendent, Safety, Taweelah, EGA
- Dawood Al Alawi
  Process Senior Engineer, Soha Aluminium
- Robert Fritzsch
  Production Development Engineer, Pyrotek
- Hussain Mohd Faqihi
  Sr. Supt Casthouse, ALBA
- Jean-Baptiste Lucas
  Chief Executive Officer, GARMCO
- Kishore Ghosh
  Supt. Metallurgy, ALBA
- Giorgio Coluccia
  Key Account Manager, Fives Solios

Registration fee
US$ 950

Contact: Adele Carollissen
Email: adele@gac.ae
Tel: +971 4 457 2051 / +971 50 5578645